
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

RTS TRAINERS NETWORK 

This comprises the pool of excellence in the RTS project concerning the relay of the 

highest quality training PARTICULARLY to the churches and other catchment fields. 

As disclosed in the RTS manual, such are the experts classified to be used within the 

project to carry out consultancy jobs and to fit into the different strategic responsibilities 

of the project.  

WHY TRAINERS?  

 Linked to the RTS project is the important aspect of making rich operational 

information to reach the churches: Setting up of a team of experts to interpret the 

contents of this book at small and then at large scale. Empowering churches that 

are enrolled or accredited to start implementing the project in their churches. This is a 

training ground for prospective high profile workers of the project. 

 

WHO ARE THEY? 

 The RTS trainers are recruited from the pool of vision bearers that work initially 

closely with the PS and get a clear picture of the vision of the perfection ministry. They 

may either be volunteers or hired experts of the project as the life of the project 

evolves. Only participants that are endorsed by their accredited pastors and or 

have completed the online PMTI course will be accepted for this position. A 

candidate can otherwise cause his church to register for RTS project accreditation 

while seeking to become registered as a trainer. 

 

Registration 

To register as a trainer in the trainers program, you have to fill an online registration 

form and submit to pmre@perfectionministry.org. Remember your pastor will have to 
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endorse your registration by giving you the church registration number where you are 

currently worshipping. You will fill this number into the registration online form. The 

research office will in tend send a letter informing your pastor of your registration.  

Direct registration into the trainers’ program RTS project can also be applied to 

candidates of the Perfection Ministry Training Institute. Contact them at 

pmti@perfectionministry.org. All interested persons should fill this information online. 

 

 

CLASSIFICATION 

Our RTS trainers are classified online with their locations and profile information as by 

the research department of the permanent secretariat; 

>> Platinum super scale= >>1000,000 pts 

>> Platinum trainers =1000,000 pts 

>> Gold=100,000 pts 

>> Silver=10,000 pts 

>> Bronze=1000 pts 

 Besides the cumulated points however, a reclassification condition is to score 

points in relevant areas of the project; attending conferences at any level, organizing 

training sessions locally, distribution of RTS books, mentoring other trainers, 

conducting advocacy to include churches into the project at all levels. This applies as 

from the gold classification. This means that a trainer is classified as a gold trainer only 

after doing each of the five key activities of the project. 

You will also be given 1/10th of the scores of all your officially mentored actors of the 

project as you build on others to become builders. 

 

Although this information is available online, the general public cannot have access to 

it, the trained experts on the other hand have information on their individual rankings 

internationally, in their region sub-region and zones. This helps them to remain 

constantly active to display competence to others in their location and the world at 

large. 

 



 

 

 

RANKING scores FOR RTS EXPERTS AND TRAINERS 

1) CONFERENCES 
MAXIMUM REQUIRED reclassification SCORE=60% 

SERIES OF 
CONFERENC
ES 

INTERNATI
ONAL 

REGIONAL SUB-
REGIONA
L  

ZONAL(orga

nized twice 
yearly) 

  P F P F P F P F 
1 FIRST 

CONFERNCE 
1000 10000 100 1000 10 100 1 10 

2 SECOND 
CONFERENCE 

10000 10000 1000 1000 100 100 10 10 

3 THIRD 
CONFERENCE 

100000 10000 10000 1000 1000 100 100 10 

4 FOURTH 
CONFERENCE 

100000 10000 10000 1000 1000 100 100 10 

5 FIFTH 
CONFERENCE 

100000 10000 10000 1000 1000 100 100 10 

6 SIXTH 
CONFERENCE 

100000 10000 10000 1000 1000 100 100 10 

7 SEVENTH 
CONFERENCE 

100000 10000 10000 1000 1000 100 100 10 

8 SUBSEQUENT 
MEETINGS 

10000 10000 1000 1000 100 100 10 10 

NB: P =PARTICIPANT (All attendees in the conference) 

      F = FACILITATOR (A person selected to train or moderate during a conference) 

  

2) ORGANISING LOCAL TRAINING MEETINGS 
MAXIMUM REQUIRED reclassification SCORE=60% 

NUMBER OF 
PARTICIPANTS 

INTERNATI
ONAL 

REGIONAL SUB-
REGIONAL  

ZONAL 

  P 
 

P 
 

P P 

1 <20 1000 
 

1000 100 100 

2 20-50 10000 
 

10000 
 

1000 1000 

3 >50 100000 
 

100000 
 

10000 10000 

NB: International = At least one participant from two regions of the RTS network. 

: Regional = At least one participant from two sub-regions of the RTS network. 



 

 

: Sub-regional = At least one participant from two zones of the RTS network. 

: Zonal = At least one participant from two churches of the RTS network. 

 

NB: Power point presentations are available in the website library for free download as 

resource material to assist all registered trainers during their activities. All they need to 

do is to register other trainers in their network and start working with them. 

NB: Trainers should not stop their rivals in other regions from growing; they should 

always invite the best candidates from other areas to their trainings until such are 

reclassified. 

RTS experts will receive finances to carry out this activity mainly through the 

corresponding RTS office at their level of operation. The RTS 1% finances will be used 

to support the best experts depending also on the quality of their written project 

requests and strategic importance of the meetings to the project at that level.  

The trainers are equally encouraged to seek local financing from their own 

contributions as well as donations and gifts. 

 

INDICATORS: To update profile, such a trainer forwards the required information 

comprising minutes of meetings, attendance sheets STATING PROFILE OF 

PARTICIPANTS and pictures or videos to the RTS research sub-directorate 

psre@perfectionministry.org. 

NB: Only one best quality meeting is considered for reclassificationper year. All 

participants to meetings must be registered members of the RTS project trainers 

program. 

 

3) DISTRIBUTION OF BOOKS OF THE PROJECT 
MAXIMUM REQUIRED reclassification SCORE=80% 

NUMBER 
OF 
COPIES 

HARD COPIES FREE SOFT COPIES 

  RTS MANUAL 
 

HOLY SPIRIT’S 
MONEY 

RTS 
MANUAL 

HOLY SPIRIT’S 
MONEY 

1 <10 1000 
 

1000 1 1 



 

 

2 11-100 10000 
 

10000 
 

10 10 

3 101-1000 100000 
 

100000 
 

100 100 

4 1001-8000 800000 800000 1000 1000 
 

5 >8000 SUPER SCALE 
10 PTS PER BOOK 

SUPER SCALE 
10PTS PER BOOK 

SUPER SCALE 
1PT PER BOOK distributed 

 

NB: For hard copies, the trainer orders copies of book and distributes in his or her 

Christian or other network. The scoring will correspond to the number of orders done 

through the research sub-directorate. 

Soft copies of the RTS manual are free of charge and can be downloaded anytime 

from the library of the perfection ministry website and distributed to Christians by email. 

The soft copy of the Holy Spirit’s money however will be bought at least once and 

transmitted in soft (pdf form) in similar manner. Proof of dissemination of both books is 

then sent to the RTS sub-directorate for profile updates. Make sure therefore that you 

monitor and count all your tasks and activities. 

 

4) MENTORING 
MAXIMUM REQUIRED reclassification SCORE=70% 

 

The RTS encourages all trained experts to mentor others to grow in the RTS project 

trainers’ network. Each trainer will be given bonus scores of 10% for the performances 

of their registered trainers up to a maximum score of 50%. Such trainers will then 

receive 1% each up to 70% maximum score for mentoring in the current classification. 

The sub-directorate automatically calculates and updates the profile of trainers based 

on the number and performances of registered trainers in their mentoring network. 

The mentoring revelation I received from my father in the lord which I now use this 

forum to give impartation to them who are also sons of God. We are not sent to the lost 

sheep (though our ministry touches all) but to those that are partakers in the divine. 

Isaiah 
32:15 

Until the spirit be poured upon us from on high, and the wilderness be a 
fruitful field, and the fruitful field be counted for a forest. 

 

 

5) RECRUITING CHURCHES INTO THE RTS PROJECT 



 

 

MAXIMUM REQUIRED reclassification SCORE=80% 

SERIES OF 
CONFEREN
CES 

INTERNATI
ONAL 

REGIONAL SUB-
REGIONA
L  

ZONAL 

  AD RG AD RG AD RG AD RG 

1 FIRST  10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 100 1000 

2 SECOND  10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 100 1000 

3 THIRD  10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 100 1000 

4 FOURTH  10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 100 1000 

5 FIFTH 10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 100 1000 

6 SIXTH  10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 100 1000 

7 SEVENTH  10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 100 1000 

8 SUBSEQUEN
T  

1000 10000 1000 10000 100 1000 10 100 

 

AD: Advocacy meeting to solicit inclusion of a church into the project by visiting and talking to their leaders. 

The trainer will be scored only once for every church contacted. 

RG: Effective registration of a church into the RTS project whereby they start distributing the redeemed tithes 

and pay RTS 1% dues. 

 

Trainers are encouraged to put themselves to work by reaching out to church 

leaders with the message of the RTS project in view of getting them register their 

churches into the project and to fully participate in the tithes contribution and 

distribution around the world.  

This project will only succeed after the entire universe is covered with the word of 

God and the children of God that are products of evangelization come together as one 

family and share according to the lord’s command in the law. 

INDICATORS: All the trainers send information including request letter to meet church 

leader, RDV appointment, pictures, identification and address of church etc. Also 

registration of church with trainers name attached as facilitating officer. 

NB: Pastors of churches are also encouraged to join the trainers program and 

themselves advocate for the projects goals. This will help them also to grow in the 

responsibility pool of the RTS actors. 

 

TRANSLATION OF OTHER LANGUAGE SPEAKERS INTO THE RTS 
PROJECT 



 

 

BONUS POINTS: This area is not mandatory for reclassification. 

Apart from the other areas, bonus points will be awarded to RTS trainers that will 

connect the project to other language speakers. This will enable expansion of the 

project to other unreached territories of the world.  

MAXIMUM REQUIRED reclassification SCORE 00% 

SERIES OF 
CONFEREN
CES 

>1billion 
speakers 
 

>100m 
speakers 

>10m 
speakers 

<10m speakers 

  AD RG AD RG AD RG AD RG 
1 FIRST  10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 1000 10000 

2 SECOND  10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 1000 10000 

3 THIRD  10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 1000 10000 

4 FOURTH  10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 1000 10000 

5 FIFTH 10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 1000 10000 

6 SIXTH  10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 1000 10000 

7 SEVENTH  10000 100000 10000 100000 1000 10000 1000 10000 

8 SUBSEQUE
NT  

1000 10000 1000 10000 100 1000 100 1000 

 

AD: Advocacy with Christians who are speakers of other languages causing them to have a memorandum of 

understanding with the sub-directorate of translations in the Permanent secretariat. 

RG: Registration of language in the RTS network after translating RTS material in new language. 

 

NB: Apart from the bonus points, the translation department will write your name in 

gold for fostering the projects activities to the rest of the world. 

Email the Permanent secretariat translation sub-directorate 

pstr@perfectionministry.org 

 

 

USE OF TRAINERS IN THE RTS PROJECT 

 The different RTS offices should make use of the human resources accredited by 

the resource department of the RTS and finance their activities within their budget 

constraints. The selection process of trainers should be transparent making sure that 

all actors are informed beforehand when to apply and their expectations. They should 

not discriminate between members of different churches. The sub-directorate should 

be informed about the chosen criteria for selection. 



 

 

In their level of operation, the trainers are high profile technicians of the project. They 

are either used as consultants, trainers and or supervisors in the RTS network. 

 Churches that are far off can send an expert to the training meetings. This 

person will then shoulder the responsibility to carry the training to different regions of 

the world, helping churches to be aware and participate. 

 Supervision of the work of 

these trainers and trainees is assured by the Permanent secretariat through the 

research sub-directorate which is linked to the training institute of the perfection 

ministry. Trainers undergoing training in the RTS project might also find it of interest to 

register into this training course of one year at pmti@perfectionministry.org. 
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